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Are you trying to find love – and beginning to suspect you’re not looking in the right place? This

wise, hip guide gives you a new map for the journey to happiness in relationships of all kinds,

starting in your own heart.Told from the alternating vantage points of authors Meggan

Watterson and Lodro Rinzler, How to Love Yourself (and Sometimes Other People) reminds us

that love isn’t something we have to earn. All of us are deeply and intrinsically worthy of love –

not only the love we hope to receive from others, but the love we give to ourselves – and this

book offers the insight and practical tools we need to stay firmly grounded in self-love as we

ride out the natural (and often stormy) cycles of relationships.Meggan and Lodro’s unique

perspectives as teachers and scholars of Christian mysticism and Buddhism respectively make

for a rich and lively dialogue that draws on wisdom sources like the Gospel of Mary Magdalene

and the Four Noble Truths, along with funny, revealing stories from their own love lives and

their deep friendship with each other. You’ll find guidance for embracing single life, dating with

an open heart, and thriving in lasting love; meditations and practices for calm abiding,

"disciplined hope," and connecting to the source of love within you; and tips on everything from

sex, self-worth, and nourishing friendships to navigating breakups and learning to truly love

yourself. Ultimately, you’ll be able to see your ideal partner in a new light – not as someone

who "completes" you, but as someone who mirrors back to you your own wholeness.



Praise for How to Love Yourself (and Sometimes Other People)“How to Love Yourself (and

Sometimes Other People) is a modern-day guide to all things relationship—starting with

numero uno—yourself. I highly recommend this book to anyone who would like more love in

their life. And last time I checked that was everyone on the planet.”— Christiane Northrup,

M.D., New York Times bestselling author of Goddesses Never Age“How to Love Yourself is one

of the best books I’ve read on the topic of relationships. This book translates life-changing

spiritual principles in a hip and relevant way. Meggan and Lodro offer the most treasured gift—

a pathway to learn to love yourself no matter what. I recommend this book to anyone ready to

give, receive, and embody love.”— Gabrielle Bernstein, New York Times best-selling author of

Miracles Now“This is a new kind of self-help book. There is no perfection and pontificating here

—just the beautiful, messy, and wonderful truth about love, shared with great generosity. While

both authors are deeply steeped in their mutual wisdom traditions, their greatest teachings are

in the personal stories they share. No matter what is (or isn’t) happening in your life, Lodro and

Meggan help you to see that your whole life is your love life.”— Susan Piver, New York Times

best-selling author of The Wisdom of a Broken Heart and Start Here Now“How to Love

Yourself is an illuminating look at love—a quality hard to figure out even as we are taught that it

makes the world go ’round. The book is wise, useful, and also great fun to read. Lodro, from his

long-term Buddhist practice, and Meggan, with her Christian mystic background, offer different

ways of viewing love as the force that frees us to truly be ourselves, and be happy.”— Sharon

Salzberg, author of Lovingkindness and Real Happiness“The great thing about Lodro and

Meggan writing a book about love is that you get perspectives from both a down-to-earth

Buddhist dude, and a hot female mystic—AND!—double the jokes and love stories. The result

is a lot of truth and modern wisdom on how to expand your capacity to love—in suffering, in

sex, in separation, in spirit, in your very real life that could always be filled with more love.”—

Danielle LaPorte, New York Times best-selling author of The Desire Map and The Fire Starter

Sessions“I so wish I had read this book when I was 18 and just starting out in the dating world.

It would have saved me a lot of trouble and a boatload of Kleenex. Meggan and Lodro are not

only totally sane in their approach to relationships, they’re also practical and hilarious. This

page-turner will most assuredly crack you up, but more importantly, it will ease your path to

finding the love of your life, whether that turns out to be someone else or the person staring

back at you when you look in the mirror.”— Kate Northrup, best-selling author of Money, A Love

Story“I am so grateful the universe shifted and brought both Meggan and Lodro together to

share this sacred work. Loving yourself is no easy task but it’s the most rewarding lesson. How

To Love Yourself (and Sometimes Other People) is a manual that helps you dive deep into the

cave of your own heart so you can become your own beloved. This step-by-step guide helps

you crack open the most auspicious part of you so that you can walk safely in love. If you are

ready to courageously leap out of fear and into unconditional love, this is the book for you.”—

Kyle Gray, best-selling author of Angel Prayers“Meggan Watterson and Lodro Rinzler have

written a modern-day spiritual ‘he said, she said’ as they guide us along the path to loving

ourselves fiercely, ultimately giving way to loving others and being loved. Intimate, entertaining,

provocative, and revealing, How To Love Yourself (and Sometimes Other People) is for all

seekers of self-love and self-acceptance. Give your heart a gift and immerse yourself in the

wisdom and lessons this book has to offer—you just may find love where you least expect it.”—

Nancy Levin, best-selling author of Jump . . . And Your Life Will Appear“How To Love Yourself

(And Sometimes Other People) has real modern gems in it, and the down-to-earth and



complementary voices of its authors, Meggan and Lodro—both young experts in their own

spiritual fields—leave you feeling like they are totally present with you as you read these pages.

What really helps us to navigate love is a good conversation with trusted friends, friends who

don’t judge us, friends who actually know what they are talking about. Meggan and Lodro both

show their ability to be those friends, to themselves, to each other, and to us as we read

along.”— Ethan Nichtern, author of The Road Home“Looking for love? Well, stop. Seriously, the

search is over. Meggan and Lodro remind us that love is right here, within. There’s nowhere we

need to go or some better version of ourself we need to become. How To Love Yourself is that

slap to the forehead that we all can use. This beautiful gem reminds us that we are love and

therefore we don’t need to wait for a partner to find love. We can get that party started right

now––and then a partner can swing in and join us on this wild adventure of loving ourselves.

No stress. No expectations. Just love.”— Kris Carr, New York Times best-selling author of
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Torturing You & You’re Hungover AgainTHE BUDDHA WALKS INTO A BAR . . . :A Guide to Life

for a New GenerationALSO BY MEGGAN WATTERSONREVEAL: A Sacred Manual for Getting

Spiritually Naked**Available from Hay HousePlease visit:Hay House USA: ®Hay House

Australia:Hay House UK:Hay House South Africa:Hay House India:Copyright © 2015 by Paul

Rinzler and Meggan WattersonPublished and distributed in the United States by: Hay House,

Inc.: ® • Published and distributed in Australia by: Hay House Australia Pty. Ltd.: • Published

and distributed in the United Kingdom by: Hay House UK, Ltd.: • Published and distributed in

the Republic of South Africa by: Hay House SA (Pty), Ltd.: • Distributed in Canada by:

Raincoast Books: • Published in India by: Hay House Publishers India:Cover design: Michelle

Polizzi • Interior design: Nick C. WelchAll rights reserved. No part of this book may be

reproduced by any mechanical, photographic, or electronic process, or in the form of a

phonographic recording; nor may it be stored in a retrieval system, transmitted, or otherwise be

copied for public or private use—other than for “fair use” as brief quotations embodied in

articles and reviews—without prior written permission of the publisher.The authors of this book

do not dispense medical advice or prescribe the use of any technique as a form of treatment

for physical, emotional, or medical problems without the advice of a physician, either directly or

indirectly. The intent of the authors is only to offer information of a general nature to help you in

your quest for emotional and spiritual well-being. In the event you use any of the information in

this book for yourself, the authors and the publisher assume no responsibility for your
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LODROWithin these pages the two of us share many personal stories about how we have

joined our spiritual paths to our romantic ones. Meggan comes from a Christian mystic

background while Lodro is a lifelong Buddhist. Meggan emphasizes the Gospel of Mary

Magdalene and the voice of the divine feminine while Lodro brings in the story of the Buddha

and the teachings of more contemporary Buddhists. The idea of unbridled, unconditional love

is prevalent in both these traditions. They each have a lot to teach us in terms of how to open

our hearts more fully, initially to ourselves but also to the world around us.We share teachings

from these religious backgrounds alongside meditations, exercises, and basic tips. At the end

of each chapter there are suggestions for incorporating the teachings into your life; while we

provide a lot of discussion, this is where the real work comes in. We are all for joining

spirituality and relationships, but it is not a theoretical path; it is one that we are meant to

walk.We begin the book by exploring what it’s like to be single and dating before moving onto

long-term relationships and all the tricky aspects of commitment to another human being. We

talk about sex. We talk about stability. And then we talk about a natural part of romance:

dissolution. We suggest that every aspect of this cycle is natural and we can maintain an open

heart through it all. We know that relationships can have epic highs and lows and will discuss

what it means to ride that roller coaster. At its core this book is about learning to love yourself

and how you are worthy of love—both self-love and the love of others.MEGGANThe women in

my spirituality group, the REDLADIES, were seated in a circle with a lit candle at the center, as

always. I won’t go into the kind of spirituality group we are right now, but knowing our tagline

might help: “Some break bread; REDLADIES break dark chocolate.” Our topic that night was

divine worth. And as each woman shared her experience of meditating on her sense of worth, I

had a revelation. It was one of those slap-to-the-forehead moments.At the root of our search for

love is a glaring need to feel worthy of it.So many of us rack up huge lists of accomplishments

in our pursuit to feel worthy. We get two master’s degrees, not just the one. (Ahem, yes. That

would be me.) We break our necks, bend over backward, and even betray who we really are or

what we really need with the hope that we will then feel a sense of truly being loved. We are

misled by the false belief that love is something we must earn. That love is something we must

become worthy of once we’re “fixed” or “whole.” That love is something outside of us.The most

powerful truth my own relationships have allowed me to practice is that I don’t deserve love.

(Stick with me here.) Love isn’t “deserved,” as in If only I would have said the right thing, made

the perfect gesture, or found a way to be more, to be good enough, then I would deserve love.

But love isn’t like that. We don’t become worthy of love someday; we are worthy of love simply

because we exist. We only need to remember the truth of our intrinsic worth and then claim it.

Love is a gift that comes with being.No matter how broken you feel, no matter how unworthy,

no matter how messy the divorce or how many, love has the power to transform our pain and

suffering into a greater capacity to love. There’s a way to see each relationship in our lives as

an opportunity to hone and refine our own ability to love and be loved. So that no matter what

comes our way, heartbreak hotel or a happy Hollywood ending, we move forward with that love

we have cultivated. We live into the truth that the broken-open heart holds more light than the

closed heart too afraid to break.LODROI was leading a daylong meditation workshop in



Boston. After studying Buddhist teachings and talking about how to apply them to our lives, I

encouraged the participants of that workshop to write down something they were struggling

with and submit it anonymously. We put a dozen slips of paper in a bowl and, one by one, I

pulled out these questions and read them aloud for the group to contemplate. And then I came

to one that stopped my heart. I’ll never forget the first time I saw it:“My boyfriend has never said

he loves me. I feel unworthy of love. What can I do?”The group that day had many wise

teachings to offer in regards to this situation. But the question haunted me for weeks afterward.

I was traveling for one of my books—to meditation centers, yoga communities, universities,

bookstores, everywhere. And the more I traveled, the more I heard various forms of this

sentiment:“I don’t think I’ll ever find someone who will love me for me.”“If I can’t love myself,

how can I expect anyone else to?”“Why am I single? Am I broken?”In today’s consumer society

we are often taught that we are broken. And good news! There’s something we can buy or

achieve that’s external to ourselves that will fix us. Here’s the real good news: You don’t need

anything external to make you more lovable. You are perfect and inherently lovable just as you

are. You simply need to discover this. In my tradition, that of Shambhala Buddhism, it is

believed we are Buddha. We are awake. We are good. That is the core of who we are. When I

read Meggan’s first book, Reveal, I saw that while she came from a different religious

background, she had written about the exact same concept: we can discover the love we need

inside ourselves. And if you think you’re the exception to the rule and that you’re somehow not

innately lovable, keep reading.MEGGANLodro had me at his bow tie. We were in Woodstock,

New York, speaking on a panel with Elizabeth Lesser and Gail Straub for the Woodstock

Writers Festival in the spring of 2012. Before meeting him I was concerned I would fumble his

name; it’s the sort of thing I’m apt to do. But the second we met, I felt at ease. We became

immediate and effortless friends. The gift bag they gave speakers had a notebook and pen

along with other goodies for writers. So during the keynote that first night, Lodro had the

ingenuity to continue our conversation on the blank pages of his notebook. Like teens at the

back of a classroom, we scribbled notes that elicited muffled laughs and sideways glances

(Lodro recently told me that this is called smizing—smiling with the eyes). With the back and

forth of our inked banter and all that smizing, we both felt a natural connection that was

genuine, disarming, and downright fun.We might seem an unlikely duo. Lodro is firmly rooted in

Shambhala Buddhist practice—which includes a head teacher and community, the whole

shebang—whereas I am not tethered to any traditional religious structure or institution. If I had

been born male, and if Catholic priests could have sex, marry, and double as tango instructors,

then I would have an uncomplicated relationship to the Christian tradition. Or if the day came

when the pope was accompanied by a she-pope, and likewise there were priestesses (who

were considered as legitimate as priests) who could also have sex, marry (same-sex or

otherwise), and double as tango instructors, then, again, I would flaunt my rosary with glee.As

it stands, I’m a spiritual misfit who is devoted to directly connecting to the divine as much as

possible and wherever possible—not just before a quiet altar but also in line at Whole Foods or

while riding a turbulent flight. In a very human way, I try to embody divine love wherever I am.

Unable to be a priest/priestess, I have spent the past two decades studying the divine feminine

in the Christian tradition and in other world religions. Sacred, noncanonical texts like the

Gospel of Mary Magdalene became my spiritual anchor. I’m a firm believer in the power of the

word and the impact that ideas and stories of the divine can have on culture. I’ve drenched

myself in the divine feminine in hopes of creating a more balanced idea of the divine for myself

and for the women in my spiritual community.Lodro and I have found that we make an

interesting yin and yang. And we have some common ground: I contributed to Sumi Loundon’s



groundbreaking Blue Jean Buddha, the first book of its kind to speak to an emerging

generation of Buddhists. I also had some of the most whacked-out and amazing experiences at

the Barre Center for Buddhist Studies, where I went for a two-week silent meditation retreat

while matriculating at Smith College. The heart of where Lodro and I see eye to eye and where

our work intersects is in our very personal and mutual desire to be of service. We each want,

ardently, to be fully present, fully human, and fully loving. We feel deeply. We have compassion

in spades for ourselves and for others. And we have communities of spiritual seekers who are

hungry to feel connected not only to their own truth but also to something far larger than their

individual lives.LODROFrom the moment I arrived at the writers festival I was attracted to

Meggan. I didn’t know what form that attraction would take, but I immediately wanted to know

her more fully. I did indeed take out our shared notebook and begin what has turned into a

collaborative writing adventure. The keynote speaker, Philippe Petit, who was presenting his

book about knots, rudely interrupted the initial flow of our shared work. He refused to talk about

his famous tightrope walking, asking the audience only to talk to him about “knots.”

Unfortunately, his French accent got in the way, and while trying to write to Meggan I saw the

11-year-old girl arise in her, as she giggled incessantly whenever he mispronounced the word

as “nuts.” “Now I will show you my favorite nut!” Philippe would declare. “Then after I will show

you the nuts that saved my life.”As Meggan sat there giggling I recognized much of myself in

her, which surprised me considering our entirely different backgrounds. She speaks well to

what’s at play in our styles: I have spent a lifetime immersed in Buddhism; she’s spent hers in

exploration of something untethered to a specific tradition. Yet when I met her I saw a kindred

spirit. For the last dozen years I have been contemplating what it means to follow a 2,600-year-

old tradition while living in a modern world. She has been doing that work in Christianity and

other traditions for much longer. My first book emphasized bridging meditation with the rest of

life, including time at the bar. Hers was strikingly familiar in tone and took place a few steps

away on the dance floor. I knew that her playfulness, authenticity, and deep knowledge of the

religious traditions she studied would be enlightening for me.The part of the story that she may

not know is that I sat down and read Reveal the next day. My expectations were low; many of

us have picked up a book by someone whose company we enjoy and found it to be complete

garbage. Thankfully this experience was quite the opposite. I was shocked. I wasn’t shocked

that she was so eloquent at expressing the human condition, but instead because I realized we

had written the same book. Where I share my heartbreak and stories of spiritual seeking in

college, Meggan went through a similar experience even earlier. Where I talk about the

Shambhala concept of how we all possess basic goodness, Meggan speaks to how we all

possess divine love. Both of our books empower the reader to live a meaningful life, the root of

which is based in the idea that it is okay to be who you are (sex, wine, and fun

included).MEGGAN & LODROOver the past several months and many glasses of wine, we’ve

found that our spiritual communities have similar pressing desires about relationships. They

long for love. They long to feel worthy of love. They long for a relationship with themselves that

doesn’t exhaust or consume them. They long for a meaningful relationship with someone else.

They long for sex. They long for sacred intimacy. They long to find the one. They long to get

past the one. They long to feel something more than heartbreak. They long.And we long right

along with them.Whether we are progressive or conservative, male or female, our ideas and

expectations about partnership have shifted because of cultural mores. We are more often

seeking an equal, someone who will respect our personal growth. We’re not looking to be

saved. We’ve gotten the memo that the white knight is a myth and that the princess has come

down from her tower, restless of waiting. We’ve become our own saviors. We’re looking for



something that is not often seen. A partnership where two equals meet eye to eye, no

dissolution of the self into the other, but rather a strengthening of who one is and who one can

fully become because of the other. A partnership based in mutuality. Lodro and I consciously

wrote this book in the belief that such partnership can and does exist.We want to invite you into

this dialogue. We are not self-professed experts on how to get that man or lady to fall in love

with you. We are not therapists with an authoritative tone on how to have the perfect

relationship. We are spiritual teachers. This book contains deeply personal, revealing, honest

anecdotes to assist you with the inevitable ebb and flow of love in all its

manifestations.CHAPTER 1HOW TO LOVE YOURSELFYour task is not to seek for love, but

merely to seek and find all the barriers within yourself that you have built against it.—Helen

Schucman, A Course in MiraclesWhen Everything Becomes PossibleMEGGANI was giving a

talk while standing near the buffet table. Aromas of fried chicken and some sort of cheesy au

gratin were distracting me. Well, that and the fact that every woman in the room that day was

talking while she ate. Utensils were clanking, children were in various states of disarray from

crying to running amid the tables, and my voice was only slightly more audible than the volume

of their conversations. And I was just shy of shouting.I had been invited to speak to a group of

about 30 single mothers living with HIV. A single mom myself, I said yes in a heartbeat. They

were being treated to a Mother’s Day event of getting pampered and nourished in ways their

daily lives didn’t allow. I was talking about my experience working with pregnant teens, and

how one teen in particular over a decade ago sent me on a spiritual journey by asking me to

find “a more meaty Mary.” Translation: an image of the divine that reflects the sacredness of the

female body, the actual flesh. She wouldn’t talk about God until I could give her an image of the

divine that didn’t make her feel worse about herself. She wanted an image she could identify

with. I identified with her. I wanted to meet God’s other half, too. I knew there had to be more.

And I knew I wanted to consider my body as sacred. I just didn’t have a clue as to how.I told

this lively group of ladies about the pilgrimage I made to sacred sites of the Black Madonna

and Mary Magdalene throughout Europe. I recited as much of Marion Woodman’s description

of the Black Madonna as I could remember: “She is nature impregnated by spirit, accepting her

own body as the chalice of the spirit. She has to do with the sacredness of matter; the

intersection of sexuality and spirituality.”1 I thought maybe that would raise a few eyebrows, but

there was no response. Not even a held glance.I told them about the strange experiences I had

at some of the sites, how I was brought to my knees from the weight of an unexpected love I

found within me. And that this incited a revelation; encountering the divine means going within,

means being fully in my body. But still, nada. Zilch. I told them about studying the Gospel of

Mary Magdalene in seminary, how this was the “more meaty Mary” I wished the pregnant teen

could have known. This Mary had very different ideas about the body and what it means to be

female. Several women lifted their faces in my direction. But chaos continued to reign.What

made them set down their forks and wrestle their little ones into silence was my comment at

the end—that ultimately the pilgrimage was not about finding an image of the divine feminine, a

sacred site, or a truth somewhere that existed outside of me. The pilgrimage was ultimately

about finding a source of love that had been with me all along. I told them that I traveled all that

way, and studied theology for half a decade, only to find that the love I sought was actually

within me. The room was thick with total, rapt attention.Afterward, as I was signing copies of

my first book, Reveal, for each lady, I noticed a woman who remained seated at a table in the

far back, head bowed forward. I couldn’t tell if she was filled with emotion, had fallen asleep

during my talk, or was taking a mental moment to sort out her thoughts. I felt compelled to look

up at her several times as I met the other women one by one. Once the room had cleared, she



got up and walked toward me.There was no introduction, no “Hello, my name is . . .” She

walked right up to me and asked, “How can I find love inside me when I’ve never known love?

I’ve known abuse. I’ve gotten beat up a lot. I’m a product of group homes. I’ve never had a

home that’s my own. But I’m still alive. So many of my friends have died. But I’m still here.

When things start going good for me, I don’t think I deserve it. And so it ends. But I want love. I

do. I just can’t find it.”I’m not sure which one of us teared up first. It was as if she’d grabbed my

soul by the collar. I’ve never wanted to be able to body swap with someone more than in that

moment. I wanted her to be me just for a second, to see herself through my eyes. Here she

was saying that she couldn’t find love and that she had never been shown love. And yet as

she’s saying this she’s looking at me with eyes that are beaming out pure love with an intensity

that was so bright it practically blinded me. I wanted her to see what I could see—that the

presence of love was inside her. It seemed hard and painful for her to hold my gaze, but when

her eyes finally did meet mine, I said, “I don’t know what it will take for you to find love. But I

see love inside you.”On my way home, I begged for all things holy to help this beautiful woman

begin to feel the love that she contains. I didn’t want her to have to wait another moment. I

didn’t want her to keep believing that someone else had to enter her life for the amount of love

in her life to change. In Zen Buddhism, there’s a practice in which the master gives the student

a “koan,” or a statement that tests the student’s progress. The koan becomes a touchstone for

the student’s spiritual practice. And it elicits not so much a shift in thought but more a shift in

being. On my pilgrimage, I would often hear this refrain while meditating: “Love, true love,

means no longer waiting.” It felt like this statement was a koan sent from my soul. And for a

long time I had no bleeping clue what it meant. But that day on my way home, I remembered

that koan and that feeling—when it seems like love is something outside of us, something we

have to meet with, or earn, and so we wait. Talk about purgatory.Many of us believe that love is

something we have to “find.” I’ve got a passport stamped up the wazoo to prove that I used to.

What did it take to get me from believing love was something I had to search for outside of

myself, to experiencing the love I already contain? What were those events or that singular

thing that led me back to myself?It began with a holy disdain for waiting. A sacred restlessness

came over me every time I mapped out in my mind what more I had to do before I was there,

meaning worthy of being loved. I became conscious of my daily addiction to the idea that I was

almost-but-not-quite there. Just one more degree, one more relationship, one more notch on

the proverbial belt and then . . . I’d be deserving. I would be that something more that I wasn’t

right now.I’ve spent my life studying the world’s religions. And the majority of them have been

created around a solitary charismatic mystic. And each, no matter where in the globe or when

in the span of human history, stumbled onto a golden rule . . . that we are to love each other as

we love ourselves. On a certain level there’s actually no difference between self-love and love

of another. To love another is to love ourselves. And we are to do this not because of some

external prompt. We are to love and be loved simply because this is what we are here to

do.“The Thunder, Perfect Mind” is an ancient manuscript that could date back as early as the

1st century B.C.E. It was found in the 20th century at Nag Hammadi along with about 50 other

manuscripts that represent the Gnostic Gospels. It contains a divine feminine voice that seems

to want to relate an all-encompassing presence that exists within each of us. Chapter 4, verses

30–31, reads, “Since what is your inside is your outside / And what you see on the outside, you

see revealed on the inside.”2 This suggests that in our search for love the interior terrain is as

crucial as what we witness and experience in the world around us. Our capacity to love another

is directly proportional to our capacity to love ourselves.For most, it starts outside of us. We

begin to love ourselves because we are loved by another. Then—holy revelation—the time



comes when that external source of love goes away or turns toxic. Perhaps after years of

waiting for love, it still hasn’t arrived and you’ve had it. Hopefully, you will realize that any and

all outside sources of love are too inconsistent to rely on as your mainspring. You need

you.Ironically, I didn’t meet with what’s most eternal and sacred in me until I was at my most

human. The two people I trusted I would grow old with, my son’s father and my closest friend,

needed to separate from me within the same year. I’ve never thought less of myself. For the

two people who in many ways constituted my world to leave at once, well, let’s just say it

brought up every possible dark thought.I had every external reason to believe that I wasn’t

“worthy” of love. And yet, this was when I finally chose to love me. I finally understood that I

didn’t actually need someone outside of me to truly understand the essence of who I am. That

kind of validation had to come from within. I needed to trust in the unicorn of who I am. I

needed to be the one who was there for myself, when no one else was.How do we get there?

The transformation happens by creating a miracle. I’m serious. It takes a miracle. But start

small. And fake it until you make it. I started with gazing into my eyes in the bathroom mirror. At

first, I laughed. Made jokes. (“Come here often?”) But I stayed with it. And I began to focus not

on those two blue irises but the presence of love that emerges from behind them.It began. And

then it grew. I met with that quiet yet steel-like presence of love within me whenever and

wherever I could. I began to acknowledge that presence as my soul. And I started leaving it

love notes. With a red Sharpie pen, I wrote on the mirror in the center of my wall altar, and on

the long mirror where I check out my full-bodied look before going out:i am divine love.Each

thought that was far from those love notes I left for my soul began to stand out as if clothed in

neon colors in my mind. They couldn’t just saunter in anymore like they owned the place. Now

a fire alarm sounds whenever a negative thought about myself enters my mind, and I

remember that thoughts are just thoughts.Some miracles come gradually. For me the miracle of

recognizing my own love came little by little. But the utter transformation is nothing short of

living revelation. Now I am love in action. For me this is the most radical thing I can do. The

most powerful spiritual practice for me is the act of loving myself fiercely. Because in my

experience, everything becomes possible when a person dares to meet with the love inside

them. And so, I still sometimes whisper to myself, and to the spirit of that woman who wants so

much to know love, that love, true love, means no longer waiting.Your Love Is

IndestructibleLODROFor the last several years I have posed a simple question to people who

want to talk about love and romance: “When you go out on a date, do you bring your most

authentic you?” Ninety percent of the time, the response is “Hell, no.” The idea of going out to a

bar and truly being your own kind, wise self is desirable, but not one people often know how to

pursue.There is a reason for that. For one, people don’t often see themselves as kind, wise,

and desirable. Instead, many people think they are garbage. I hate even writing that word, but I

have had meditation students approach me and say, “Who would want to be with me? I’m

trash.” I have had loved ones claim they were horrid or broken, even as I stood in front of them,

loving them.I have friends who, for the majority of their young adult lives, felt like they couldn’t

be themselves because of their sexual orientation. Raised Mormon, they were pushed into

marrying a heterosexual mate, and ended up divorced because they were living a lie. I know

others who embraced their homosexuality earlier than that and were kicked out of their

conservative households. In both cases they were not able to be their most authentic selves

until they came to terms with the fact that they were not confused; it was the people around

them who had some inner work to do.We either come up with reasons to doubt that we are

inherently kind, wise, and desirable, or are told that by others. Either way we are grappling with

something that is prevalent in society: self-doubt. Instead of embracing who we are, we give in



to societal whispers telling us we’re not good enough, lovable enough, or desirable enough. We

are told we need products to scale higher rungs on the career ladder and then, when we attain

that particular external factor, we will be happy. We are told we need to be different than who

we actually are in this moment in order to free ourselves from this feeling of suffering. That is

not the case.When the Buddha sat down to meditate under the Bodhi Tree 2,600 years ago, he

didn’t sit down to come up with a master plan to make himself different. He acknowledged he

was suffering and knew that he wanted to do something about that. He engaged in a simple

meditation practice, which follows, to begin to look at that suffering. The more he looked, the

more he realized that at his core, he wasn’t basically messed up. He was basically good. He

was basically awake. And he was not alone. We are, too. Our wakefulness is indestructible. It is

like a diamond in a heap of dust. It is always there. We just need to discover it.When we talk

about the Buddha there is a Sanskrit term that is often used: he is the Tathagata. Tathagata

can be translated as Buddha, but more directly as “the Awakened One.” What did the Buddha

wake up to? His own indestructible nature. He woke up his mind and heart in a very big way

and woke up to reality as it is, as opposed to how he wished it were, or how it used to be. That

is what we mean when we talk about meditation practice and attaining enlightenment. We are

talking about how we can follow in the Buddha’s footsteps by becoming more present and

awake on the meditation seat and the rest of our day-to-day lives.One of the things that the

Buddha discovered was that he didn’t have to bullshit. He saw reality for what it was, and was

able to work with people and situations in a direct and genuine way. He wasn’t a diplomat. He

wasn’t a politician. He was a revolutionary in that he presented himself authentically and

people responded in kind. Whomever he met was inspired by his presence. Through the simple

act of remaining openhearted, he invited people to join him in that space and be openhearted

as well. I mention this trait because we can do as the Buddha did and present ourselves

authentically. In my experience there are three steps to this process:1. Look at yourselfOne of

my favorite Tibetan words for “meditation” (there are several) is gom. Gom can also be

translated as “familiarity.” It is the notion that through the simple practice of being with the

breath and watching your thoughts float across the landscape of your mind you are becoming

more familiar with them. The more familiar you become with the various ways you get hooked

by emotion, the habitual patterns that keep you running from the present moment, and the

nonstop chatter going on in your head, the more familiar you become with the essence of who

you are.2. Discover your basic goodnessWhen you become familiar with the essence of who

you are, you see what the Buddha saw: you are not basically messed up. You see that beyond

whatever layers of confusion and pain that have developed over the years you are innately

peaceful. You are inherently wise, good, and strong. That is your true nature, what is referred to

within my tradition of Shambhala as “basic goodness.” Basic goodness is the experience that

you are primordially whole. That is who you are. And it’s not just you; everyone else possesses

this same nature. As Meggan said, this idea of love is not something we have to “find.” It’s

already within us. We have to experience it, in that know-it-in-your-gut sort of way.3. Develop

faith in that goodnessOnce you have glimpsed that you are basically good, you should develop

faith in that. It’s easy to give in to internal or external whispers that you’re basically not good

enough, but if you can experience this sense of primordial wholesomeness, then that can

trump whatever gets thrown at you. It’s not an idea, like the idea that you need a new iPad, but

an understanding. We can have faith in our experience of basic goodness and continue to

cultivate that both on and off the meditation cushion.As you engage this process you are

learning to have faith in yourself and offer yourself fully, as you are. Even if you have never

meditated a day in your life, I am guessing you have already had this particular experience and



know the benefits of it. There you are, fighting with your partner and throwing accusations at

each other. “You did this and it hurt me,” and “I don’t know what you want from me,” and “Why

do I always have to do these things you never do?” Those old go-to’s.Then you drop the

defensive act, relax your body, look your lover in the eyes, and say, “I’m so sorry I hurt you. I

love you and never want to do that.” By letting down your guard you are inviting your partner to

do the same. You are relinquishing the habitual desire to struggle. More often than not, this is

the tipping point in an argument where love wins out over aggression.Imagine what that tactic

of authenticity would do in other situations. Your boss is being a jerk, and you pause and

respond with an open heart. Or your mother is hinting that you don’t want to spend time with

her, and you tell her how much you appreciate her. Or you go to a bar and instead of trying to

convince people they should like you, you are genuine and people become attracted to that.
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Jes_074, “Good book for reminding us. Honestly I'm not sure how I feel about this book. It's not

a bad thing and it's not a stellar book. What I get most from this book is basic truce we've

heard a billion times and yet we ignore them. Why do we ignore them? Advertisers tell us we

need to ignore them. They all have a steak to play in our relationships, but not for our highest

and greatest good. The day teach us to look without instead of looking within.Years ago I was

sitting in a cracker barrel and I was listening to a guy interviewing another guy to join his

church. He made a simple comment which became a simple truth which is also present in this

book. The guy doing the interview had divorced his first wife and then took time to re-examine

that relationship. He's remarried and is quite happy after 10 years. Jis wife remarried three

times and is still living the same relationship.Here the two authors talk about their relationships

and how they examined each one after they were done. If you listen to their stories as they go

through the relationships and they re-examine them while talking to us we see where we do

the exact same things they do. How many times have we not stopped to listen to our partners.

how many times have we told our partners they complete us?Here the authors give you simple
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easy tips and steps to go through to help you learn to love yourself. here's where I would like to

have gone far more in depth. We're given meditations and we're giving real-life examples.

However, there's no in-depth guidance. This is what I believe was missing from the book. I

believe the real word examples did they gave us are the lessons. Yet I still think some of them

need to be more clearly defined as steps on how to love yourself. I did learn a lot from the

book and I enjoyed it. I will still recommend it to people and probably read other books about

these authors.”

Susan Guillory, “The ideal book for single spiritual folks. Never have I found a book so aligned

with the balance between seeking the spiritually divine and finding love on this plane. I loved

the back and forth between Meggan and Lodro. The chapters are nicely broken up into relevant

categories that will resonate with you, sprinkled with personal stories from the authors. I highly

recommend.”

Hedda Joy, “If you're somebody has been sad for a long time. If you're somebody has been sad

for a long time, now knowing why, this book is for you. If you're one person who always gives of

yourself to help others, to projects, to causes, yet you find there is a hollow place inside of you

and you don't know where it's coming from, this book is for you. If you feel that you are a good

person who always strives to be your best, to be considerate of others, yet you can't seem to

have lost luck in romantic love, then get a hold of copy of this book. This book is more than just

words. It is a product of lots of love for those of us who can't seem to understand why the world

seems to have forgotten to give us a bit back for all the things we've given, sacrificed. In its

pages, you'll know why.”

LeAnne Costa, “Soul Healing. This book came to me during a trying time in my life. It's

beautifully written, impeccably raw, and challenges the beliefs we have in life about what love

looks like, and how to love. I've given my copy to friends and family to enjoy, and have enjoyed

watching it pass hands and spark conversations among my loved ones about how to become

better at loving. Highly recommend.”

ShashiSolluna, “Brilliant! I can't stop reading it.... Gosh I love this book!! I can't put it down. i

started reading it as I am also publishing a book on spiritual relationships with Hay House

soon...so I was only going to have a quick glimpse...well I ended up buying copies for people I

know. Its such a good process of how to love yourself, how to call in a partner without losing

yourself, conscious dating, how to create a spiritual relationship together...brilliant stuff! I love

the way the two authors weave their stories and guidance. Yes, it is an all-round YES! If you

are calling in great love, or wanting to dedicate your existing relationship to a greater love...this

is the book for you.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “LOVE IT. I absolutely love... LOVE LOVE LOVE LOVE LOVE this book.

Very wise, very profound, easily relate to it, to the themes. Find myself writing down little notes

of important sentences, stopping reading and just saying "wow" and "thank you". I came across

this book by accident and pre ordered it. It turns out it is exactly the right thing at exactly the

right time... serrendipitous.”

Nell, “came super quick and she loves the book. Bought for my mum, came super quick and

she loves the book”



Love_to_read, “Love this book. Loved this book. Easy to read and has really changed my

mindset to positive. Like the way we get to hear two voices in each chapter which differ but

support each other. Will definitely be lending this book to friends it has helped me a great deal.”

The book by Meggan Watterson has a rating of 5 out of 4.4. 207 people have provided

feedback.
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